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ABBREVIATIONS 
TSC: Tuberous Sclerosis Complex; AML: Angiomyolipoma; EM-
AML: Epitheloid Monomorf Angiomyolipoma; CT: Computer 
Tomography; mTOR inhibitor: Mammalian Target of Rapamycin 
Inhibitor; LAM: Lymphangioleiomyomatosis; MRI: Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging; RCC: Renal Cell Carcinoma

INTRODUCTION
The Bourneville Pringle disease, also called Tuberous Sclerosis 
Complex (TSC) is a rare genetic disorder with dominant auto-
somal inheritance (Alshaiji JM, et al., 2012). The incidence of the 
disease is around 1:12, but this can vary in different countries. 
The name of the disease comes from a French neurologist, De-
sire-Magloire-Bourneville, who described it first in 1880. Later 
on, Pringle supplemented the description of the syndrome with 
the cutaneous manifestations, more precisely the facial angio-
fibromas, also called adenoma sebaceum. The hamartomatous 
neurocutan disorder was named after them. It is a rare neuro-
cutaneous disorder, which can affect numerous internal organs, 
for example the kidney(s), the heart, and the lungs. The forma-
tion of multiple hamartomas is causing the multiorgan systemic 
involvement. The tuberous sclerosis is caused by the mutation 
of the TSC1 (also called hamartin) and/or the mutation of TSC2 
(also called tuberin) genes (Rodrigues DA, et al., 2012). The diag-
nostic criteria for the Bourneville Pringle disease were revised in 
2012. To diagnose the tuberous sclerosis complex, 2 major criteria 
or 1 major and 2 minor criteria should be present (Roach ES, et 
al., 1998). The major criteria include hypomelanotic macules (≥ 
3 of ≥ 5 mm in diameter), angiofibromas (≥ 3) or fibrous ceph-

alic plaque, ungula fibromas (≥ 2), Shagreen patch, multiple 
retinal hamartomas, cortical dysplasias, subependymal nodules, 
subependymal giant cell astrocytomas, cardiac rhabdomyomas, 
lymphangioleiomyomatosis (LAM), angiomyolipomas (≥ 2). The 
minor features include ‘confetti’ skin lesions, dental enamel pits 
(>3), intraoral fibromas (≥ 2), retinal achromic patch, multiple 
renal cysts, non-renal 
hamartomas. The formation of hamartomas in different organs 
cause the symptoms, and are responsible for manifestations of 
certain clinical features (Kwiatkowski DJ, 2003). Skin manifesta-
tions mainly include the formation of facial angiofibromas (ad-
enoma sebaceum), periungual angiofibromas, fibrous cephalic 
plaques, shagreen patches and focal hypopigmentations (Webb 
DW, et al., 1996; Aoud S, et al., 2017). The neurological mani-
festations include epilepsy, formation of subependymal giant 
cell astrocytomas, TSC-associated neuropsychiatric disorders, 
intellectual disability, autism spectrum disorder (Hamida BF, et 
al., 2006). The pulmonary manifestation is caused by Lymph-
angioleiomyomatosis (LAM) that most commonly cause dyspnea 
and, less commonly, cough, chest pain, and hemoptysis. Among 
the kidney manifestations the angiomyolipomas and cysts appear 
more frequently, but rare cases of renal cell carcinomas, epithelo-
id monomorph angiomyolipoma and oncocytoma were also de-
scribed (Hamida BF, et al., 2006; Rosser T, et al., 2006). If the heart 
is affected, we can find cardiac rhabdomyomas. 

CASE PRESENTATION
A 43-year-old female affected by tuberous sclerosis complex, 
Bourneville Pringle disease, which was diagnosed at the age of 
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29. The clinical manifestations started with skin symptoms. She firstly de-
veloped facial angiofibromas, adenoma sebaceum at a young age. Later, 
attended the dermatology department with periungual fibromas and with 
the appearance of hypopigmental patches on the back (Figure 1). In her 
adolescent years the patient had epileptic episodes, in remission under the 
treatment of Pregabalin. In 2006, the abdominal ultrasonography revealed 
bilaterally enlarged kidneys with masses different in size and echogenicity, 
and a hypo echogenic mass on the upper pole of the left kidney and also 
an enlarged liver with 2 hyper echogenic, inhomogeneous masses. An ab-
dominal CT scan was requested, which described the above-mentioned 
renal lesions as possible bilateral angiolipomas. The hypo echogenic mass 
with a different solid aspect on the upper pole of the left kidney was de-
scribed as a fat-poor CT scan component AML and the malignancy 
could not be excluded either. The liver lesions were considered as hepatic 
angiolipomas (Figure 2). In order to prove or exclude malignancy, a CT 
guided biopsy was performed, which was reviewed by 2 pathologists. The 
histological findings showed an atypical renal angiomyolipoma, a rare 
monomorph, epitheloid type, which is known as a benign lesion, but cer-
tain patterns are potentially malignant, that need further observation. To 
determine these patterns’ potential to become malignant, the histological 
findings are essential. The brain Computer Tomography (CT scan) and 
the brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) revealed typical lesions 
of tuberous sclerosis. The patient was referred to the ophthalmology de-
partment; a hamartoma was found during the funduscopic evaluation. A 
genetic examination was performed from the patient’s specimen, which 
showed a mutation of the TSC2. The lung manifestation, the lymphangi-

oleiomyomatosis was diagnosed at the beginning of year 2020, starting 
with cough and dyspnea. In the guidelines it is mentioned that in the case 
of a kidney AML, a lesion >4 cm or aneurysms >5 mm in diameter, there is 
a high risk of potentially massive hemorrhage (Kapoor A, et al., 2016). De-
spite the histological findings and immunohistochemical features which 
were referring to a benign form of EM-AML, following the guidelines, tak-
ing the size of the lesions in consideration and the high risk to a potentially 
massive hemorrhage, the possibility of the surgery was offered. The patient 
refused to undergo urological surgery and decided to have interventions 
only for her skin manifestations. The patient is being observed for 14 years 
now. The international guidelines recommend assessing renal function 
and blood pressure at least annually and renal imaging every 1-3 years. 
In our case, she developed secondary hypertension, which is treated with 
beta-blocker, Metoprolol (Betaloc) 50 mg 2 × 1 and valsartan plus hydro-
chlorothiazide (Co-Valsacor) 80/12.5 mg 2 × 1/2 with favorable outcome. 
The results of the last renal function test (2020.08.18) were between the 
normal intervals: Creatinine 76 U/L, carbamide 4,4 mmol/L, eGFR >60 
ml/min/1.73 m2. Concerning the renal imaging, MRI and CT scans were 
used, at the beginning every 6 months, then annually. The results of the 
renal imaging during the follow-up period, did not show significant pro-
gression. Her epilepsy is treated effectively with Pregabalin (Lyrica) 2 × 75 
mg. After a 14 year follow up the patient is stable, under remission, with-
out any progression regarding the renal lesions, without any renal surgical 
intervention. Since the diagnosis of the lung manifestation (LAM) at the 
beginning of the year 2020, our patient is waiting for the approval to begin 
the mTOR inhibitor, Everolimus therapy. 

Figure 1: A: Facial angiofibromas; B: Periungual fibromas; C and D: Hypopigmental patches

Figure 2: Bilateral renal angiomyolipoma
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The tuberous sclerosis is a genetic disorder, which variably affects the 
neurological system, skin and among other internal organs, the kidneys, 
lungs, heart. The clinical manifestations are due to the multiorgan system-
ic involvement. The kidney manifestations in most of the cases are cysts 
and angiomyolipomas. The AML is a benign tumor, which is composed 
by adipose tissue, blood vessels and smooth muscle cells. The classic AML 
is characterized by a high fat tissue component. In the literature, in some 
rare cases renal cell carcinoma, oncocytoma and a rare monomorph epi-
theloid AML can be present (Henske EP, et al., 2016). The fat poor AML is 
a challenge to diagnose by computer tomography. In most of the cases the 
malignancy cannot be excluded either. A CT guided biopsy and the histo-
logical findings can help to diagnose and to decide further management 
and follow-up. Immunohistochemical studies, detecting melanin A and 
HMB-45, diagnostic markers for AML, can differentiate the rare, mono-
morph, epitheloid type from RCC (Dixon BP, et al., 2010). In an epitheloid 
AML the epitheloid cells are predominant. In the literature there are no 
exact data concerning the required amount of epitheloid cells to differenti-
ate a classic AML from an epitheloid AML. Aydin, et al. investigated clin-
icopathologic features of 194 renal AML cases, highlighting the epitheloid 
component and they set a minimum proportion of 10% to define AML as 
an epitheloid AML (Aydin H, et al., 2009). The renal angiomyolipomas are 
frequent clinical manifestations of TSC, which need careful surveillance 
to prevent life-threatening complications. In carefully selected patient’s 
conservative selective embolization, ablative therapies and mTOR inhib-
itor therapies and surgeries are the options. Yamakado, et al. reported that 
there was a strong correlation between the AML size and the aneurysm 
size and the risk of hemorrhage (Yamakado K, et al., 2002). In our case, 
taking into consideration the renal AML size and the recommendations 
of the guidelines (a lesion >4 cm or aneurysms >5 mm in diameter, with a 
high risk of a massive hemorrhage) a radical nephrectomy was offered, but 
the patient refused any surgical intervention. The anatomy of the lesion ex-
cluded the possibility of a conservative selective embolization. The patient 
is waiting for the approval for the mTOR inhibitor, Everolimus therapy.

CONCLUSION
The Bourneville Pringle disease is a rare genetic, neurocutaneous disease, 
which can affect multiple organs by the formation of hamartomas, includ-
ing renal manifestation as AML. In case of radiological findings of a fat 
poor CT component AML it is essential to keep in mind the possibility of 
a rare monomorph epitheloid AML and if there is any doubt, it is crucial 
to exclude malignancy by using biopsy. A fat-poor AML can be a challenge 
to diagnose. It is vital to exclude malignancy, to take in consideration the 
size of the kidney AML, the high risk of potentially massive hemorrhage to 
decide on further management. 

CONSENT FOR PUBLICATION
I hereby give my consent for images or other clinical information relating 
to my case to be reported in a medical publication.
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